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A Message From the Owners

Simon

James

There are many coins and projects in the world, but there is not one
like CareCoin. We know you have a choice in your investment, and
we respect that. It is our mission to become the currency of giving
in the world. CareCoin was founded and built by two friends from
Texas in the United States. One of them a public servant for over 10
years, and the other a 3x Advanced-Stage Cancer Survivor; both who
wanted to give back to the world by harnessing the power of
community, with the technology of blockchain. CareCoin will have
the most utility seen in a coin project thus far, as well as making a
major impact in the world by providing funds and services such as
paying for medically necessary procedures, providing clean
energy and water to those in need, as well as building homes,
schools and villages to impoverished areas around the world, and
providing specialized medical services to those in need. Perhaps the
most unique aspect of the project is that holders will get to choose
what charities and groups we help fund. We hope that you join in
our enthusiasm and hope for the future with CareCoin and we thank
you for your trust in us, and we promise to always deliver on our
word to you all.

- Simon

- James
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DISCLAIMER
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and
does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a
contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential
token holders with pertinent information for them to thoroughly analyze the project and
make an informed decision.
Before you participate in the purchase of the CareCoin, we strongly advocate a careful
study of this whitepaper and all the documents associated with the same. You may even
engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with your analysis.
Certain statements, estimates, and financial information featured in this whitepaper are
forward-looking statements that are based on and take into consideration certain known
and unknown contingencies and risks which in eventuality may cause the estimated
results or may differ factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.
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INTRODUCTION
CareCoin LLC., which was founded in January 2022, is on track to become one of the
fastest-growing community coins ever. The major purpose of CareCoin is to pioneer the
aspect of donations for various humanitarian and socio-economic issues that the entire
community votes on, while also allowing the average individual to leverage their
strength in community numbers to have a positive effect in the world.
CareCoin is a SAFU Certified Crypto Currency project that is built on the Binance
Smart Chain whose primary goal is to make a major impact in the world by making
donations to various humanitarian and socio-economic causes that our holders get
to choose while allowing the average person to leverage their strength in community
numbers to make a positive impact in the world. CareCoin was inspired by two
friends who wanted to make a huge impact in the world while creating real value for
investors.
At the heart of Care Coin is the concept of community and utility. Holders of CareCoins
have complete control over the CareCoin process. From voting on which charity to give
to, to managing the platform, CareCoin token holders will have a say in everything.
Businesses' ability to adapt to the dynamic cultural and socio-economic trends that are
constantly arising as a result of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which we are currently
living through, is being surpassed by the increasing adoption of new and
ground-breaking technology across industries.
Unfortunately, "charity-washing," in which a rm makes a show of doing good but
then undermines the cause they support through lack of transparency or activities that
undermine the cause, is all too common. The same might be said for "charity tokens," a
new Cryptocurrency craze popularized by the Binance Smart Chain. Many of them,
unfortunately, turn out to be simple scams or "rug pulls," with no rules in place in their
smart contracts to track the stated social bene t. They usually lack nancial
transparency, and their writers are often unknown. CareCoin avoids these rug pulls by
being SAFU Certified, and having multiple security and compliance audits conducted
pre-sale, KYC'd owners and Devs, as well as a KYB'd company; unheard of from a
transparency perspective, as well as a USA-Based certi ed business entity. CareCoin
will be one of the most transparent, trusted, and secure coins and project ever created.
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ABSTRACT
Every day, the world of cryptocurrency expands. Every day, new coins emerge with
diverse purposes, but CareCoin is here to serve a good cause while utilizing blockchain
technology. Welcome to CareCoin, a charity-focused cryptocurrency. CareCoin's major
goal is to assist people via blockchain technology.
The rise and pro tability of cryptocurrencies are due to blockchain technology. The
decentralization idea lies at the heart of today's technologies. On February 1st, 2022,
CareCoin was created to become a solid Stabilized Coin with a purpose. Security,
privacy, and safety are all enhanced with CareCoin. Crypto's most important feature is
that it reduces business risk and increases transparency.
The problem of a user's security or privacy being compromised is solved with this
method. We want to change the way people give and receive charity by bringing the
world together digitally to invest in a good cause and support those in need, while also
receiving nancial bene ts for investing.
We believe that decentralization is the key to empowering people all around the world to
better protect their rights and that we can help the world get there by increasing the
adoption of Crypto Currencies.
CareCoin is a humanitarian effort that intends to give to a variety of causes, including
medical research and disaster relief. When we look at the charity sector, we frequently
nd it to be rather archaic. You may have to jump through hoops to discover the perfect
charity for you, and you may also be unsure whether your money will reach the intended
recipients. You don't have to worry about the funds because CareCoin charities are wellorganized and extremely vetted for legitimacy.
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EcoSystem
Community Driven
• CareCoin is decentralized and owned by a fun, vibrant and caring community. We
welcome and embrace diverse perspectives to build CareCoin into the best community
in crypto. With a humanitarian mission, CareCoin in here to help as many people in need as
possible through its multi-channel philanthropic approach.
CareWallet
• The Care Wallet is easy to understand and use, even for crypto beginners. The Wallet
calculator will break down for you which tokens/coins you’re purchasing so that you know
exactly what you’re buying or selling. We support some of the most popular
cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, BitCoin, BNB and the most popular crypto tokens are
here. Our streamlined interface will help you track the markets and make an informed
decision about your crypto purchase. You can also view trading charts of your favorite
digital assets of varying timeframes or use the CareCoin calculator to conveniently
calculate your assets. Whether you’re new to cryptocurrency or a seasoned investor,
CareCoin Wallet is the best place for you to buy, sell, or swap your tokens.
CareCard
• We are one of the first projects to offer a crypto card for crypto purchases everywhere
Visa is accepted.
• Spend your crypto the way you want to, on the things you want to
• Enjoy instant liquidity of your CareCoins
• Use the CareCoin card like you would any other card
• Connect your card to your CareCoin App to see live info about your account
• Every transaction benefit charities and in-need groups around the world
CareDeX (Decentralized Exchange)
• CareCoin aims to launch a decentralized yet fully integrated exchange in order to gain
value and ease of access to CareCoin, major stable coins and a list of top trending coins.
Care DeX is a peer-to-peer marketplace where transactions occur directly between crypto
traders. Care DeX will fulfill one of crypto’s core possibilities: fostering financial
transactions that aren’t officiated by banks, brokers, payment processors, or any other kind
of intermediary.
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CareCoin App
• CareCoin application that will be available on iOS and Android. The application will have the
following features:
• Ability to Buy Cryptocurrencies
• Ability to send Cryptocurrencies
• Ability to exchange crypto currencies for fiat
• Will have new TextBit technology meaning the users can text CareCoin to anyone anywhere
in the world using a telephone number (restrictions apply)
CareVerse
• The Metaverse has been expanding at an exponential rate the last 12 months with crypto
projects that focus on gaming and virtual real estate, however, there is a huge void left out there
for those who don’t care for gaming or virtual real estate but that would jump right into the
Metaverse if they had something that truly interested them, such as common interests or great
informative conversations with like-minded people, and that is EXACTLY where the CareVerse
comes in. The CareVerse is a hub of Virtual Reality Categorized Interest Rooms where people
can come together to talk about specific ailments and conditions such as certain types of
cancers or Autism and even Suicide. These special CareVerse rooms will be the hub for
information and connections for accessing care better, faster, and cheaper than ever before. The
conversations that will take place in the CareVerse Rooms will offer insight, relief, support and
understanding to the entire CareCoin Community around the world.
CarePedia (CareCoin University)
• CareCoin understands that the vast majority of the world either doesn’t know about
cryptocurrency or doesn’t understand how it works; so, in order to help you understand how
CareCoin specifically works, and how to buy and sell it, we created CarePedia, an online
educational resource for those looking to invest in or become a part of the CareCoin Family. In
CarePedia, you can find articles on how to setup your wallet or how to find our Audit Reports;
you can also find guides on how to buy our Pre-Sale on Pinksale or even how to navigate around
our website & Telegram groups to find anything and everything you may have questions about
for CareCoin.
Crypto U
• For some people, cryptocurrency trading can be intimidating and sometimes it’s difficult to
find the answers to your questions about crypto, so we created Crypto U to help guide you in
your quest for understanding all things crypto. The Crypto U site will have anything and
everything to do with Cryptocurrency and blockchain in general. Search from thousands of
articles around the web that have to do with Cryptocurrency and blockchain technology in
general. With Crypto U you can also choose from a categorized library of How-To videos. Crypto
U is made for anyone from the “new-to-crypto” person, all the way to the avid trader who just
wants more info on certain subjects within the crypto community.
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CareCoin NFTs
• NFT means “Non-Fungible Token”; a digital asset that you own and can prove ownership
through the crypto blockchain. CareCoin NFTs are 3d Animated Coins that will have your
cause’s colored awareness ribbon and a scene on one side, and the CareCoin logo on the other
side. The 3d image will be hyper-realistic and will offer you a digital asset within the CareCoin
ecosystem that you can buy and sell or hold onto while the value rises. When you purchase a
CareCoin NFT, you get to choose who/what benefits from the purchase of that specific NFT.
50% of each sale goes to your designated charity/group, 25% goes directly back to all holders of
CareCoin, and 25% goes to the Marketing Wallet. CareCoin NFTs can be purchased directly in
the CareCoin NFT Marketplace and sold wherever you choose, and how you choose.
CareMint NFT Marketplace
• CareCoin is launching a very unique NFT Marketplace that provides a platform for creators
to list their NFTs for sale, and buyers or collectors to choose from its massive collection. It is
based on the Binance Smart Chain, and offers a simple and secured trading experience for
everyone. One of the very unique aspects of our marketplace is that with every purchase, 5% of
those funds go directly to the charity/group of your choice, so you’re helping with every
purchase or sale.
CareCafe
• CareCoin has created a “Swag” shop full of products with the CareCoin logo and slogan “The
Currency of Giving”. All sales proceeds go directly to the Charity and Marketing wallets in order
to fund our humanitarian projects, that you vote on, both domestically and around the world.
Choose from T-Shirts, Mugs, Home Goods and much more to show your support for an amazing
project. Show the world how you support your cause! The CareCafe will be directly accessible
from the projectcarecoin.com website.
CareShop
• Imagine if Amazon and Etsy had a baby. Yeah, that’s right, you heard me right; Amazon & Etsy
had a baby… Do you know what they would name it? CareShop! They would name it CareShop
because it’s a beautiful large-scale automated marketplace for thousands of products that
benefit a good-cause or charity. Imagine thousands of vendors getting together on one platform
for a good-cause and selling all of their products in one place. Imagine being able to search and
sort through all of your favorite product categories and checking out in a seamless fashion, and
then being able to purchase everything with CareCoin or your CareCoin card upon checkout! Of
course, you could use any card or method, but staying inside the CareCoin Ecosystem just
benefits you more because all sales incur a 5% fee that goes directly back to CareCoin holders,
and each sale benefits the charitable vendors and organizations that are on our platform
creating and selling these wonderful products.
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CareTrack
• CareTrack is CareCoin’s Wallet and Rewards Tracker that will give you tons of live
information about your CareCoin balance, reflections, history and expected rewards in time.
The CareTrack function is attached to the website and can easily be reached by entering your
wallet address.
CareSwap
• CareSwap is a live Decentralized Token Swap that allows everyone to swap any
cryptocurrency for CareCoins directly on our website at www.projectcarecoin.com
CareFund
• CareFund is a crowdfunding platform that allows people to raise funds for life-changing
events such as illness, accidents, medical procedures and much more. If a major event happens in
your life, CareFund is the place to go to for fundraising. CareFund will accept and payout in
CareCoin as well.
CareView
• CareCoin will be creating a fully integrated Tele-medicine service and platform for patients,
their family members and their providers, called CareView, in order to provide a safer, faster and
much more affordable solution to in-person doctors’ visits, consultations and prescriptions.
Services & Appointments can be paid for with CareCoin. CareView will accept CareCoin as a
payment, therefore all providers will accept CareCoin.
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Network Potential
The concepts of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are both relatively new. The
public's comprehension and acceptance of blockchain and cryptocurrencies have progressively
grown since the initial release of Bitcoin in 2009.
A minor change can have a significant impact. $0.25 here, $0.75 there, it all adds up, and before
you know it, you've amassed quite a sum of money in a month. To put it another way, a small
amount of money can make a big difference. We believe that, just as it is crucial to store for a
rainy day, we should be prepared to aid the causes that are most important to us when they are
in need. CareCoin donates a portion of your transaction fees to a charity pool every time you
make a purchase. This pool is utilized to assist those who are less fortunate. Such favorable
developments in the market, we believe, will continue to enhance bitcoin awareness and fuel the
industry's growth.
Governments all over the world are quickly experimenting with Central Bank Digital Currencies
(CBDCs), reflecting a strong interest in digital currencies in general. We discovered that 85% of
those polled own, use, or have heard of decentralized digital currency (such as cryptocurrency),
indicating greater public awareness.
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CareCoin on Binance Smart Chain

X

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created as a way to use solidity-based smart contracts at a
significantly faster and more efficient rate than other chains. BSC has begun to become one of
the most extensively utilized blockchains for Decentralized Finance, with decentralized
exchanges on BSC delivering lightning-fast swaps and incredibly low costs (Defi). BEP-20, a
BinanceTeam-developed token protocol, is used by BSC. Block speeds of 5 seconds are
substantially faster than doge's 1-minute block speeds.
Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:
• It's a private blockchain that ensures the safety and security of all users and developers. Its
native dual chain interoperability will enable cross-chain communication and scaling of highperformance dApps that demand a quick and seamless user experience. It's EVM-compatible,
and it'll support all of Ethereum's existing tools, as well as faster and cheaper transactions. Its
on-chain governance will provide decentralization and enable extensive community
involvement through Proof of Staked Authority consensus, which is built on 21 validators who
validate transactions.
• Doge 1 Minute: https://coinsutra.com/transaction-speeds
• Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds: https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-numbers
• CareCoin is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart chain network
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CareCoin Tokenomics
CareCoin's Tokenomics are as follows:
Buy Tax (7%)
- 4% to Project Fund
- 2% Liquidity Pool Automation
- 1% Marketing
Sell Tax (13%)
- 2% Marketing
- 3% Charity
- 8% Liquidity Pool Automation
Wallet-to-Wallet Tax (10% to Liquidity Pool if wallet is not Whitelisted First)
10% Liquidity Pool

The liquidity pool is ever increasing as an a total of 10% of every buy and sell is added to
the LP over time. This ensures that enough liquidity is available for the market conditions.

3% Donation Wallet

The donation wallet is the source of all future donations to causes set forth by either the
community or management. This is how we make a difference and show how much we care.
• CareCoin donation wallet is set at 3%

3% Marketing

• The marketing wallet has one primary purpose; to spread awareness of the CareCoin
project via paid advertisements on a multitude of social media and (crypto) news platforms.
• CareCoin Marketing wallet is set at 3%

4% Project Fund

• The Project Fund Wallet's has primary purpose is to provide funds for project growth,
such as Utilities, and to compensate the Development Team within CareCoin.
• CareCoin Project Fund wallet is set at 4%

Traditional donating platforms are inefficient and therefore pricey. Because of the blockchain's
capacity, donations in Care Coins are highly organized, in addition to the revolution in the giving
process that it provides. That means you can be confident that every dollar you provide will go
to the purpose for which you donated it.
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Fiat Donations
• Less than 5% of investors have adopted crypto globally. Therefore, it was important to
give access to donating community without access to crypto. The “donate” function on the
main website will allow donors to make donations easily using fiat currency in the form of
credit/debit card transactions.
• Crypto investors wishing to make donations using stable coins will be allowed to
connect their wallets to the website directly. Any major stable coin will be allowed as a
donation.
• Upon completion of the donation, the company will then convert the fiat or crypto to a
proper stable coin. The stablecoin will then be used to purchase CareCoins through an
exchange. 13% tax will apply. Upon purchase, the balance is then sent to the donation
wallet. This will act as a price stabilizing mechanism due to its function.
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PHASE ONE - PRE-LAUNCH
• Establish Limited Liability Company

PHASE TWO - LAUNCH
• Coin Gecko Listing

• Develop Website

• Coin Market Cap Listing

• Develop/Code Smart Contract
• TechRate Initial Audit
• InterFi Full Audit

• Poocoin Listing

• Establish Social Media Accounts
• 5000 telegram members
• DexTools Integration
• PinkSale Account Creation
• Whitelist event
• PinkSale KYC Owners
• KYB Company
• Establish relationships with Influencers
• Lock LP Tokens
• Lock Team Tokens
• Begin Pre-Launch Marketing Campaign
• 25% Token Supply Burn

PHASE THREE - AFTERBURNERS
• 50k telegram members
• 3 Major Organizational Partnerships
• One major exchange listing active
• Apply for ISO-20022 certification
• 2nd major donation
• Crypto Card launch
• Increased advertising & market visibility
• CareCafe
• 3 national retail chains accept CareCoin
• 10 hospitals accept CareCoin
• CareFund launched
• Multiple major exchange listings

• Coin Mooner Listing
• 25,000 telegram members
• Social media blitz
• Marketing blitz
• Poocoin Ads Deployed
• Certik Audit
• ISO 20022 Preliminary review
• Major marketing partner
• 1st major donation
• CareShop
• Care Wallet
• CareTrak – (Wallet Tracker)
• CarePedia
• Crypto-U
• CareDex
• CareSwap
• Direct Donate Function

PHASE FOUR - MOON
• 100k telegram members
• ISO 20022 certification
• Partnership with 20 global foundations
• Build 6 homes for impoverished families (3
domestically and 3 chosen from international
community)
• 3rd major donation
• Care-Verse
• Care Coin NFT
• Full vertical integration of CareCoin
cryptocurrency in to one of the top 3 U.S. medical
networks
• CareView Launched
• CareShop
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SOCIAL PRESENCE
CareCoin is extremely visible on social media and the web in general. We have also made
sure to build our website and profiles using Best Practices around the world. We have also
made sure to keep our branding consistent throughout all platforms. Below are our official
social media addresses, usernames etc.

@carecoinfamily
@carecoinfamily
@carecoinfamily
https://t.me/carecoinfamily
www.projectcarecoin.com
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SECURITY, COMPLIANCE,
AND TRANSPARENCY MEASURES
One of the pillars of CareCoin is the importance of Security, Compliance & Transparency.
CareCoin has spared no expense in establishing the highest level of investor safety &
security starting with the very Smart Contract that we wrote. Also, at the top of the list for
us is the importance of Compliance & Transparency within our contract, operations,
ownership and practices; that is evident with the attainment of the SAFU Certification, KYC
of the Owners/Developers, as well as KYB/NameScan of the company CareCoin LLC. You
will not find a more Secure, Compliant & Transparent project in the world! CareCoin aims
to do good around the world with the highest level of integrity, honesty and good-will.
Below is the SAFU Certification, as well as the links to the audit reports.

https://github.com/ContractChecker/audits/blob/main/
CareCoinV2_0xcF6256895839cA82dcF8Abc54B162A5eB076f207_Smart_Contract_Security
_Audit_By_ContractChecker.pdf
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SAFU Certified Cryptocurrency
CareCoin has been recognized with a major accomplishment, that being that we are
SAFU Certified; meaning that we meet the highest standard of Blockchain Investor Safety
& Security. The Certificate below shows our adherence to SAFU Standards.

https://github.com/ContractChecker/SAFU/blob/main/
CareCoin_V2_0xcF6256895839cA82dcF8Abc54B162A5eB076f207_SAFU_Certificate_
By_ContractChecker.pdf
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